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Summary
In this utterly charming debut—perfect for fans of Cecelia Ahern’s P.S., I Love You and Allison Winn Scotch’s Time of My Life—one woman sets out to complete her old list of childhood goals, and finds that her lifelong dreams lead her down a path she never expects.

Brett Bohlinger seems to have it all: a plum job, a spacious loft, an irresistibly handsome boyfriend. All in all, a charmed life. That is, until her beloved mother passes away, leaving behind a will with one big stipulation: In order to receive her inheritance, Brett must first complete the life list of goals she’d written when she was a naïve girl of fourteen.

Grief-stricken, Brett can barely make sense of her mother’s decision—her childhood dreams don’t resemble her ambitions at age thirty-four in the slightest. Some seem impossible. How can she possibly have a relationship with a father who died seven years ago? Other goals (Be an awesome teacher!) would require her to reinvent her entire future. As Brett reluctantly embarks on a perplexing journey in search of her adolescent dreams, one thing becomes clear. Sometimes life’s sweetest gifts can be found in the most unexpected places. (From the publisher.)

Author Bio
• Birth—April 30, 1961
• Where—Lansing, Michigan, USA
• Education—B.A., Central Michigan University; M.A.
A former speech pathologist and guidance counselor, Lori Nelson Spielman currently works as a homebound teacher for inner-city students. Her debut novel, *The Life List*, was inspired when she discovered an abandoned life list she’d written as a teen. It has been translated into 16 languages, and Fox 2000 has purchased the film option.

Lori enjoys fitness running, traveling, and reading, though writing is her true passion. She and her husband spend their winters cursing the god-awful Michigan winters, and their summers sailing the glorious shores of Lake Michigan.

Lori would be honored to be a guest at your book club, should you select *The Life List*. If she’s in your area, she’d be happy to visit in person. If not, perhaps Facetime or Skype.

Ideas for a unique book club experience:
- Consider a “Bring your Daughter (or Mother) to Book Club” event. *The Life List* is a perfect read for mothers and daughters.
- Bring your old life list to share, if you have one.
- Create a new life list and share with others. Just email me your address and the number of members in your club, and I’ll send each of you your very own life list. *(From the author.)*

Visit the author’s website [http://lorinelsonspielman.com](http://lorinelsonspielman.com).

Contact Lori at lori@lorinelsonspielman.com

---

**Book Reviews**

You won’t want to miss Lori Nelson Spielman’s remarkable debut, an intensely emotional novel of transformation and trust. It’s about how we let go, and how we never let go. *The Life List* has great heart, and even greater soul.

*Addison Allen, author of Garden Spells*

Irresistible! Everything I love and look for in women’s fiction. A clever, funny, moving page-turner.

*Susan Elizabeth Phillips, author of The Great Escape*

Devastated by her mother’s death, Brett Bohlinger consumes a bottle of outrageously expensive Champagne and trips down the stairs at the funeral luncheon. Add embarrassed to devastated. Could things get any worse? Of course
they can, and they do.... Spielman's debut charms as Brett briskly careens from catastrophe to disaster to enlightenment.

*Kirkus Reviews*

**Discussion Questions**

1. Have you ever created a life list of your own? Like Lori and Brett, were you lucky enough to come upon it later in life and if so, did you find anything surprising? Have you managed to accomplish the majority of your childhood aspirations? How would your life be different if you’d completed your list in its entirety? After reading this book, are you inspired to revisit and even attempt to realize some of those early goals?

2. Frustrated and discouraged by her mother’s final wishes, Brett exclaims, “Life as I know it has just been shredded! And I’m supposed to piece it back together in a way that some—some kid wanted it to be?” Yet Elizabeth was sure all along that Brett would emerge as a happier, more contented woman if she did a major overhaul of her life. Do you think the goals we make as children are still valid into adulthood? Would people generally be better off getting back in touch with the things that mattered most to them as adolescents as opposed to the things they think matter most as adults? Is the shedding of our childhood fancies a necessary aspect of growing up, or might we be forsaking a fundamental piece of ourselves in the process?

3. The meaning of family and heredity is a major theme throughout the novel, especially in terms of how the characters view their relatedness. At one point, Joad refers to Brett as Elizabeth’s “illegitimate daughter,” while he feels disconnected from Austin because she doesn’t look like the rest of the family. Meanwhile, Brett grapples with her own issues of paternity concerning Johnny and Charles, which mirrors their sense of affinity, or lack thereof, for her. How would you say family—real family, as the characters struggle to define it—is distinguished within the context of this novel?

4. Elizabeth implies, and Brett eventually realizes, that she abandoned much of the courage and self-assurance she possessed as a girl to strive for acceptance in the eyes of men. The author herself has said that as a guidance counselor, she has observed this trend manifest in the lives of many girls, who start out with lofty goals only to forsake them in their relationships with the opposite sex. Do you think this is a common occurrence among women? Are there other female characters in the novel who have fallen victim to this unfortunate trap, or if not, how have they managed to avoid making the same mistake?

5. Brett’s relationship with Jean Anderson, the director of the Joshua House, proves to be quite an eye-opener for her, with Jean adding a dose of grim reality to the naive, wide-eyed way that Brett has of looking at the world. Discuss how Brett’s worldview evolves from the beginning to the end of the novel and the other characters that play a part in this. As Brett asks herself, do you think ending her relationship with Mr. Right in hopes of finding Mr. Absolutely Right was courageous,
or merely due to stupidity, immaturity, or arrogance, or perhaps a mix of them all? Do you think the spark that Brett felt was missing with Herbert is absolutely necessary in a relationship?

6. Do you think people commonly resist making difficult changes in their lives unless forced to, as Brett was? How do you tackle the obstacles in your own life that might prevent you from arriving at a positive outcome?

7. Motherhood is a central focus in this story. Interestingly, though, Elizabeth, the foremost maternal figure, is deceased before the novel opens, and in many ways, it’s the “phantom” mothers and children introduced along the way who play such a pivotal role. What are some of the lessons the characters have learned or you think will eventually learn from the absence of their mother or child? Are there any loved ones in your own life who have similarly conveyed an invaluable message after their passing?

8. In her notes to Brett, Elizabeth imparts wisdom that must necessarily last her daughter a lifetime. What was the most significant lesson you took away from her?

9. Brett abandoned her relationship with Carrie Newsome out of embarrassment and fear that she wouldn’t otherwise be accepted by a new clique. Is Brett deserving of Carrie’s unfaltering affection and acceptance? Have you ever experienced a similar situation with a friend, and if so, were you able to re-pair the relationship down the road?

10. For much of the novel, Brett worries she might be incapable of being involved in a “normal” relationship, either because she feels unworthy of love or because she’s grown accustomed to a certain type of man. When and why does this notion begin to deteriorate and what is it about Garrett that changes everything?

11. Looking back on her journey while in the warm familiarity of what was once her mother’s and is now her own home, Brett considers “how places become people, how this house and her old iron bed still pull me in and offer comfort when I need it.” Can you think of any other locales within the novel that take on the persona of a human being? Are there any places in your own life that function in the same manner?

12. What would your life list consist of now?  
(Questions courtesy of the author.)
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Married. **Avocational Interests:** Running, traveling, reading. **Memberships:** Romance Writers of America.

**Addresses:** Home: Mi. Agent: Jenny Bent, The Bent Agency, 159 20th St., Ste. 2B-30, Brooklyn, NY 11232. **E-mail:** lori@lorinelsonspielman.com.

Career Information:

Educator and writer. Former speech pathologist and guidance counselor; works as a teacher for homebound inner-city students.

Writings:

- *Sweet Forgiveness* (novel), Plume (New York, NY), 2015.

Media Adaptations:

*The Life List* was optioned for film by Fox 2000.

Sidelights:

Lori Nelson Spielman is a writer and homebound teacher—a teacher who goes to hospitals and student homes when students are unable to attend school for health reasons—living in Michigan. Spielman formerly worked as both a speech pathologist and a guidance counselor.

She saw her first novel, *The Life List*, published in 2013. Spielman primarily writes in the "women's fiction" genre, a category she embraces. In an interview with Amy Sue Nathan of *Women’s Fiction Writers*, Spielman explained her definition of her chosen genre and why she does not find the label objectionable: "I define women's fiction as stories that are written primarily for women. Perhaps the label should offend me, but it doesn't. With *The Life List*, there's no question my target audience is women. I'm happy to own that. I do, however, have a problem when other authors get slapped with the label simply because they are female, despite their novel's cross-gender appeal."

Spielman is now working on a follow-up to *The Life List*, though fans of her debut will likely need to wait some time before they can obtain its successor. Spielman is a careful, methodical writer and an exacting editor. She detailed the process behind *The Life List* in an interview for the blog *Traveling with T*. She said, "I started writing in October of 2009 and finished the first draft in January, 2010—record time for me. And that's when the real work began. I polished and rewrote for a year, then spent months querying agents. ... I spent another six months revising, and the book sold in
March of 2012." This lengthy process resulted in a final work with broad appeal. The film studio 20th Century-Fox purchased the option for The Life List, meaning the novel could eventually make it to the big screen.

Spielman's The Life List follows the character of Brett Bohlinger, a successful thirty-four-year-old advertising executive living in Chicago. Brett seems to have it all. She has a lucrative job, a spacious apartment in a fashionable neighborhood, and a handsome, charming boyfriend. These tokens of success cannot compensate for the tragedy that soon befalls her. At the start of the novel, Brett loses her beloved mother to cancer. When she is presented with her mother's will, she finds a seemingly impossible challenge: she is tasked with completing a set of goals she set for herself twenty years before her mother's death. To collect her inheritance, she needs to fulfill the ambitions of her adolescent self. Almost overwhelmed by her grief, Brett is confused by her mother's conditions. Brett is initially convinced that it will be impossible for her to complete her "life list." Despite her apprehensions, however, she begins a long and arduous process of fulfilling her childhood dreams and aspirations. Along the way, she comes to discover that the best things in life do not come from wealth or status; they come from the humblest and simplest of accomplishments.

Critics were overwhelmingly receptive to Spielman's debut novel. Many commended Spielman for creating interesting characters and for devising an engaging and uplifting narrative. A reviewer commenting on the novel in I Heart ... Chick Lit found the Brett Bohlinger character to be a welcome protagonist, writing, "I warmed up to Brett immediately. What I loved most about her was her close-knit relationship with her mum, as the theme of the entire novel seemed to be the importance of mother-daughter relationship. This book delivers such a wonderful, clear message to its readers." For this reviewer, Brett represented a plausible and approachable central character. A reviewer writing for the blog One More Page was impressed by Spielman's handling of narrative and her ability to sweep the reader up into her story. This reviewer wrote, "What surprised me and kept me hooked was how cleverly [Spielman] wove the list into the plot and how easily the novel flowed. I did not see many of the twists coming and the way that Brett met many of the challenges felt fresh and original." Overall, most reviewers agreed with the reviewer assessing The Life List in Kirkus Reviews, who called the novel "a 10-step program for the grief-stricken." This reviewer was struck by Spielman's central premise: "Brett's quest brings her back to love, the best inheritance of all."

Hannah Farr, the protagonist of Spielman's second book, Sweet Forgiveness, has had a difficult life. Her mother abandoned her when she was young, she experienced bullying during her adolescence, and her fiancée betrayed her. As an adult, she lives in New Orleans and hosts her own television show. She is surprised to receive a letter from one of her former bullies, Fiona Knowles. Knowles is the author of The Forgiveness Stones, a best-selling book that urges readers to send stones to the people they have hurt. When one stone is sent back, they will know they have been forgiven. Hannah is initially disinterested in making amends. However, she realizes that her television show is not doing well and decides to aim for better ratings by bringing Fiona, her ex-fiancée's mother, and possibly her mother on the show. Over time, she begins seriously considering the concept of forgiveness.

A reviewer on the Garden of Books Web site suggested: "Spielman's writing is a joy to read, her characters are lively, and the plot premise is wonderfully unique." Scott D. Southard, contributor to the WKAR Web site, remarked: "Spielman has a real skill in creating full and rich characters." Southard added: "Each reader will feel like they know Hannah, and might even miss her with the turning of the last page. Lori Nelson Spielman has nothing to fear from the sophomore slump, and neither do readers of Sweet Forgiveness." "Spielman's heroine is both likable and relatable," commented Emily Byers in Library Journal Booklist critic, Mary Ellen Quinn, asserted: "Spielman ... does a nice job in this busy, breezy novel of delineating one woman's bumpy ride to self-discovery." A contributor to Kirkus Reviews opined: "Bright prose, a plucky heroine, and more than a few plot twists make for a delightful read."
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A Conversation Between Lori Nelson Spielman and Meg Waite Clayton

Meg Waite Clayton is the nationally bestselling author of The Four Ms. Bradwells, The Wednesday Sisters, and The Language of Light, all national book club picks. Her latest novel, The Wednesday Daughters, is available now from Ballantine Books.

Meg Waite Clayton: Can you tell us a little about what sparked the idea for The Life List?

Lori Nelson Spielman: One day I came across an old cedar box, and tucked inside was the life list I’d written over thirty years ago. Many of the goals could be checked off. I’d made my high school cheerleading squad. I’d graduated from college and learned to ski and traveled to Europe. I had a good marriage . . . I even had a cat. But I didn’t live on a lake. I hadn’t designed my own home. I didn’t have two kids, or a horse, or a dog. As I read the list, I thought about how different my life would be if I’d fulfilled every goal my fourteen-year-old self longed for. I love stories where someone dies and leaves a message to their loved one, . . . So what if someone died, and left an old life list for their loved one to complete?

In the course of several days, my story evolved. First, I came up with riddles from a dying mother, offering her daughter cryptic clues to find her true self. But that was silly. Why the riddles? Why wouldn’t her mother just tell her daughter what she wanted her to accomplish? And it was crucial that the mother didn’t appear heavy-handed or controlling. The story could only work if it was clear that the mother’s intentions came from a loving heart. I also knew the story risked being predictable. I imagined readers rolling their eyes, sure that in the end, Brett would be married to the love of her life and have a baby and a dog and a horse. I didn’t want Brett to accomplish her goals easily, or in a conventional way the reader might expect. I wanted some goals to lead to others, in a circuitous, serendipitous way.

MWC: Was writing a novel on your life list?

LNS: I wish I could say yes. But like Brett’s, my goals were very humble. As a child and teen, the idea of becoming a writer never once occurred to me. In my middle-class neighborhood in my middle-class town, I’d never met a single novelist. Novelists lived in New York City, or in glass-walled houses overlooking the Pacific. As I headed off to college, my mother—who naturally as- sumed that her daughter who loved dolls and babies would eventually have a house full of children—suggested two career choices. “A teacher or a nurse,” she said. “Both are good jobs for a mother.” I got really crazy and chose to become a speech patholo- gist! In my coursework, I opted to get my
teaching certification as well. And though I enjoyed the profession of speech and
terapy, it never fully satisfied my creative yen.

**MWC: How did your passion for writing develop?**

**LNS:** I’m convinced that my love for storytelling spawned from my early days of playing
Barbies. As a child, the only thing I loved more than my Weekly Readers and
Encyclopedia Brown books were my Barbie dolls. My sister, Natalie, and our friends—
usually Cathy or Michelle—would sit on our bedroom floor with our chosen dolls,
creating plot and character and dialogue. Though we weren’t aware of it then, we were
storytelling. Each play session was wrought with conflict and drama. We chose different
settings—sometimes a beach, other times an amusement park or fancy department
store. And when the pace slowed or the plot unraveled, we’d pack up our plastic cases
and call it a day, only to return the following day with a fresh story to enact.

Eventually I outgrew Barbies, but I still longed to tell stories. While babysitting, I made
up tales about a group of kids and their babysitters from hell. Before long, the stories
became known as The Janet, Edgar, and Alice Stories, loosely based on a wacky
babysitter I’d had as a child. The kids couldn’t get enough of them. I was forced to make
up stories on the spot, which was a terrific exercise.

Throughout my school years, English was my favorite subject. I loved reading, writing,
and poetry. It was in Mr. Chapman’s creative writing class that I got my first dose of
critical acclaim. It was a short story about a young woman’s devastating breakup with
her cheating scum of a fiancé and her budding rebound romance with Mr. Perfect—all
of which took place within a span of two days! (What can I say? I liked fast-paced
stories, even then.) Across the front of the paper, Mr. Chapman wrote “Adequate
handling of dialogue.” That was it. But his lack of enthusiasm didn’t faze me because
my girlfriends—the people who really mattered—loved the predictable, clichéd story.
Carole read it first, then passed it to Sherri, who passed it to Linda and Cindy. It
circulated between classes faster than a chemistry quiz cheat sheet. I was intoxicated.

**MWC: Did you have a favorite character in The Life List? Were any of them particularly hard to write?**

**LNS:** I loved Brett, and what surprised me was that I loved writing Brad, too. I’d once
written a manuscript with a male protagonist, and never really connected with his voice.
Brad was much more accessible to me, and felt completely authentic. But as much as I
loved Brett and Brad, I loved writing Elizabeth even more. It seems strange, since
Elizabeth has already died when the book begins and we never actually meet her. But I
felt such affection for this woman. She came to me so vividly; all I had to do was “listen”
to her and type her words. It was tricky writing Garrett because I needed the reader to believe, as Brett did, that he was sixty-something—but still cool enough that Brett could fall for him. I’d say Andrew was the hardest to write because I had a tendency to go overboard with awfulness. During rewrites I made him less of a jerk, believe it or not. I worried that readers would have had a hard time figuring out why Brett would spend four hours with the guy, let alone four years.

**MWC:** I loved the relationship between Brad and Brett, and found myself longing for them to connect. Can you talk a little about why you took them in a different direction?

**LNS:** I was tempted! But as I mentioned, the story risked predictability. Though I loved Brad and thought he and Brett would be a great fit, it was just too easy. And as we all know, love is never easy! In the original draft, Brad was gay. Brett didn’t realize it until she showed up on his doorstep New Year’s Eve. In a bold attempt at bravery, she confessed her love to him. He hugged her, in that brotherly way she mistakenly thought might be something more. Then the front door swung open and a man appeared—clearly Brad’s partner. Humiliated, Brett dashed from the house, similar to the scene in the final draft. But my agent thought this was too much of a shock. The two had grown so close over the months, so why wouldn’t Brett have known he was gay? And she was right.

**MWC:** What other changes did you make along the way?

**LNS:** While Brad was gay in the first draft, Carrie was straight. Problem was, I never had a truly convincing reason for Brett and Carrie’s falling out. Once I made Brad straight (yes, I actually possess that power!), I decided Carrie would be gay, providing a reason for the teenage Brett to have ended their friendship—and later realize how wrong she’d been. Another difference was that the original manuscript opened with Brett finding her mother’s medical marijuana rather than the champagne. Her mother attached a note to it, just as she did with the champagne. Brett was high rather than tipsy when Catherine found her. But as my brilliant agent pointed out, getting high seemed inconsistent with Brett’s character. The big challenge was to come up with a poignant funeral luncheon scene where Brett still receives a message from her mother and ends up doing something foolish. I really struggled with the champagne. I mean, who hides a bottle of champagne in their bedroom? In the end, I hope it seemed plausible.

**MWC:** Did you create a detailed outline before beginning your novel, or did you let the story take shape as you wrote?
LNS: I had a whisper of an outline, but the story was mainly in my head. I knew how I wanted it to end, which I think is important in storytelling, but there were a lot of surprises along the way. And when I arrived at the final pages, I almost changed my mind on the ending. Brett had come so far, and had accomplished almost every goal—except for the gargantuan feat of falling in love. I had always planned that she would find her love in the end, but suddenly it occurred to me that it might not be necessary. In fact, it might be better if she didn’t. I channeled my inner Gloria Steinem, loving the message it would send to women and girls—you can be happy and fulfilled without a man in your life. And I know plenty of single women who are. Brett’s heart-stopping, I’d-die-for-you love was her baby, and she was perfectly content. But then the romantic in me thought, “Nah. Single life is all fine and good for other women, but Brett needs to end up with Garrett.”

MWC: Until I read your book, I’d never heard of a homebound teacher. Please tell us a little more about your job.

LNS: When students are sick—mentally or physically—I gather their work from the school and take it to their home or the hospital. It’s such a privilege being invited into someone’s home, where the teaching is one-on-one and relationships can be formed with the families. I’ve had terminally ill students whose joy and enthusiasm for life humble me. Many of my students are new mothers—sometimes as young as seventh grade. I once had a student who wanted me to adopt her new baby. I’ve taught prickly students like Peter, who are homebound for disciplinary reasons. And even though it’s sometimes unnerving arriving at a house for the first time, especially in a neighborhood that seems questionable, the students are almost always wonderful in the comfort of their own home.

MWC: Andrew and Megan turned out to be pretty sketchy characters.

LNS: This is an example of one of those surprises that caught me off guard when writing. I fully expected Megan and Brett to be friends until the end. But then Andrew came home unexpectedly with another woman. I was as shocked as Brett when I “saw” that the woman was Megan! And it made sense. Megan was on the hunt for another man, and thought Andrew just might fit the bill—and pay the bill!

MWC: Elizabeth went to great lengths to ensure Brett's future. Is there a reason she didn’t do the same for her boys?

LNS: Like many mothers, Elizabeth’s relationship with her daughter was clearly different from her relationship with her sons. Joad and Jay were firmly established. They had spouses and careers. Because Brett was still floundering, Elizabeth took it upon herself
to guide her trajectory. And just imagine if she’d left a note to Shelley and Jay saying, “Jay and Shelley, you just inherited enough money to last a lifetime . . . and then some. Jay, I’d suggest you quit your job at the university and stay home with your children. And Shelley, darling, you keep working.” Talk about a meddling mother-in-law! I’m guessing that might not have gone over big with Jay or Shelley. Elizabeth was wise enough to know when to voice her feelings and when to keep quiet. She had complete faith that Jay and Shelley would work things out for themselves through trial and error. And though Joa and Catherine led an untraditional life without children, Elizabeth realized that it worked for them. It was only Brett’s life that troubled Elizabeth, knowing that Brett had drifted so far away from the woman she was capable of being.

MWC: Deceit/infidelity is one of the themes of the book. Elizabeth had an adulteress affair with Johnny that resulted in Brett’s conception. Yet we forgive Elizabeth. How hard was that to manage?

LNS: Infidelity is never easy to justify, so this was tricky. The fact that Charles was so unemotional and remote makes us less sympathetic toward him. And Elizabeth is such a fine woman, not at all promiscuous. She was emotionally estranged from Charles, and Johnny’s love, however wrong it may have been, filled that void. I think her solitary, selfless life makes it easier to forgive her, to be glad that she had one glimpse of real love and happiness during that summer of 1978.

MWC: Brett is thirty-four years old when she finally goes after the goals she wrote at age fourteen. Is there any significance to these ages?

LNS: I chose fourteen in part because that was the age I wrote my life list. I also think fourteen is a pivotal age, that sliver of time between childhood and womanhood. Sadly, what we gain in maturity is often offset by a loss of confidence. I was a high school guidance counselor for eight years, and it was always sad for me to witness the students’ gradual loss of dreams—especially my female students. I’d have girls come see me their freshman year full of hope and confidence. They’d tell me they were going to be doctors, lawyers, astronauts. But for many of them, something shifts in those next four years. They lose their mojo. I hate to say it, but all too often it was a boyfriend who changed them. I saw girls morph into the person he wanted her to be, and forget their own dreams. Now, I’ll see my old students working at a local convenience store, having forgotten all about that young girl with big dreams. At fourteen we dare to dream of things that at thirty-four we have abandoned.

And Brett was no different. As she grew older, she exchanged her dreams for Andrew’s, and convinced herself she was okay with that. Someone once said, “In her thirties, a woman tries to correct all of the mistakes she made in her twenties.” And women face
the ever-present biological clock, which seems to run faster and faster when we approach our fourth decade. There’s a sense of urgency in our thirties and Brett felt that urgency, along with a crippling fear of being alone for the rest of her life. Sadly, I don’t think these fears are all that uncommon.

**MWC: If Brett could have one last conversation with her mother, how might it go?**

**LNS:** Ah, how Brett would have loved this opportunity! And Elizabeth, too. In the novel, I never got a chance to share the letter Brett received from Elizabeth after achieving goal number 17, fall in love. I think she might have written something like this:

Dearest Brett,

I cannot express how much comfort it gives me to know that your smile is finally genuine, your heart finally full. Yes, you thought you loved Andrew, and perhaps you did, in your own way. But how different that love was from the love you now hold in your heart. Finding a life partner is the single biggest decision one makes in their lifetime, and I simply couldn’t stand idle while you made the wrong decision.

And you wouldn’t be the first to make the mistake. I’m amazed that the cornerstone of our lives is so often treated with frivolity. Perhaps we become impatient or jaded, we feel unable or unworthy. For whatever reason, we decide love isn’t the wellspring of our joy. I’ve witnessed many women—men, too—who rationalize that their jobs, their lifestyle, even their children can provide the fulfillment that is lacking in their relationship. I was guilty of it, too, my dear. You know that now. But how thrilled I am to know that you have found your love at last, that you didn’t compromise.

Treat love as the treasure it is. Never take it for granted; never fail to give thanks. And please know, I had no doubt you’d find your treasure. You have too much love in you, my dear daughter, to be left without.

Wishing you, and your love, love. Mom
Interview with Lori Nelson Spielman (from Publisher's Weekly)

Four Questions for...Lori Nelson Spielman
By Claire Kirch  
Jun 24, 2015

Michigan author Lori Nelson Spielman, whose debut novel The Life List (Bantam, 2013) was published in 30 countries and optioned by Fox 2000, has just finished a two-week European tour for her latest, Sweet Forgiveness (Plume). We spoke to Spielman about the novel, out this month, which examines how shaming and forgiveness have become trendy, and very public, rituals.
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You've been a speech pathologist, a guidance counselor, and a teacher? How have your previous occupations informed your fiction writing?

Since The Life List was published, I'm often asked if becoming an author was on the life list I wrote as a teen, the list that inspired the novel. I'd love to say yes; what a story that would make. But in fact, I was an adult before I dreamed of becoming an author. I grew up in a working-class family, the first of four siblings to attend university. When I went off to college, my practical mother asked, "A teacher or a nurse, which would you prefer?" I got really crazy and became a speech pathologist! For the final 12 years of my career, I was a homebound teacher, teaching mentally or physically ill students in their homes or at the hospital. My students were typically from single-parent households, living below the poverty level. It was a privilege to enter their homes and get to know their families. It was also eye opening and often bittersweet; it allowed me a glimpse of a life I wouldn't normally be privy to.

In Sweet Forgiveness characters pass little pouches of pebbles to those they have wronged, asking forgiveness. Was there any real-life inspiration for this?

The idea of the "forgiveness stones" was a combination of a friendship bracelet circulating with some of my young students, and a movie called Pay it Forward. What if, instead of paying forward good deeds, we were paying forward apologies and forgiveness? What if each recipient of the "forgiveness bracelet" was expected to forgive, then pass a second bracelet and an apology on to someone else, and so forth?
But a bracelet seemed too public for an act as private as forgiveness. Stones are ancient and accessible. I loved their symbolism of strength, their use in building bridges, but also in building walls, which is exactly what our apologies and grudges can do.

You seem drawn to portraying mother/daughter relationships in your fiction. Why?

Perhaps because I have a close relationship with my mother, or perhaps because I’d always wanted a daughter. The motherly bond is something so intrinsic, so basic and universal. But those mother-daughter relationships can be complex and wrought with conflict. A mother’s role is to nurture, but also to guide and, ultimately, to let go. It gets tricky when one of these roles is off-balance. Expectations and hopes can be crippling when a mother’s goals don’t match her daughter’s. And this makes good fodder for storytelling!

*The Life List* is a bestseller in several European countries. Why do you think European readers are responding so positively to your novels?

I wish I knew. I only know that my foreign publishers have been extremely enthusiastic and supportive. And I just received more good news: *The Life List* is number one in Taiwan for the fourth week. As a new author, foreign sales were completely unexpected. I am thrilled and humbled by the way the book has resonated with readers around the world. It’s surreal. I’d say it’s a dream come true, but honestly, it surpasses my dreams.